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Tough Questions, Profitable Answers...
Challenge Everything You Thought You Knew
As we move faster from one unpredictable state to another, we realize that no
business strategy or formula lasts forever. Problems are so complex today that leaders
have to collect expertise and opinions from their direct reports and people on the front line
before they can make sound decisions. No leader can do it all on his own, they’re not
expected to, but they are expected to ask compelling questions and act on the answers.
Barry’s legendary interviews of over 350 Fortune 500 CEO and Presidents reveals…
•

The most important questions the world’s smartest leaders ask to inspire and motivate their teams to capitalize on new
opportunities before they become obvious.

•
•

Why asking the right questions about the future is more important than having the right answer about the past.
Why profitability often begins with asking one simple question at a time.

•
•

Why leadership is not about having all the right answers; it’s about asking the right questions.
Why a questioning attitude is everybody’s responsibility to stay relevant in a world of flux.

Barry’s fast paced, high content program mobilizes your executive team to get off autopilot, avoid DITWLY (Did It That
Way Last Year), and focused on questioning all assumptions. Your leaders will leave with the courage to discuss the
undiscussable and challenged to ask innovative questions that enable them to see things before others do.

Leadership Blind Spots… Self Deception? Fantasy? Illusion?
What will you and your business look like in 2020? Leaders today are traveling in uncharted territory for which no
map exists. The secret to navigating your future is to think of it in the form of questions with no limits and no boundaries.
Questioning is the starting point to overcoming blind spots and looking at existing reality as a “naive outsider” with a
fresh pair of eyes.
Great questions change the direction of how we think…
•
•
•
•

What do we intend to be?
What is the one problem we have that we don’t have the guts to face?
What are the dumbest, stupidest things that we are currently doing that are a waste of time and money?
What’s the most important question you want answered?

Barry will provide your leadership team with straight talk from America’s Top Business Leaders on…
•
•
•
•

How to become an observer of what works, what doesn’t and why.
How to use question storming to identify your top blind spots.
How to change your mindset from being stuck to finding possibilities and solutions.
How to implement a “What’s Getting In The Way Program.”

His program is guaranteed to build a culture which challenges biases, rejects limitations and finds the thrill in venturing into
the unknown. The advantage goes to those who see things that others don’t see.
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DONE!… Stop Talking, Stop Waiting, Start Doing
Planning the strategy is easy — making it happen is the tough part! No matter how brilliant
the strategy, the saying of the words is no substitute for the doing of the deeds. The rules of
business have changed and you have to change your game plan and do it fast. Learn how gutsy
leaders fill the gap between what they know and what they do in their organization by asking
the hard questions and acting on the answers…
• What would it look like if you did it?
• What will it take to implement your new strategy?
• What were you doing when you were successful?

Talk Is Cheap… Getting It Done Is Priceless! You can’t talk your way to the finish line. Planning strategy is easy, but
it’s the execution that is the lifeblood of any organization. Unfortunately 95% of people in business say the right thing, and
only 5% take action. 71% of CEOs fail due to their inability to make a decision and act on it. 66% of plans are never
implemented. Remember it’s about the work you get done, not the work you do.
Barry will share how today’s leaders push the boundaries and move their teams from the “talking zone” to the “doing
zone” to improve performance and productivity. He will take you into the minds of successful CEOs and reveal the
questions they use to create a culture of doers who Think and Act… Bigger, Better, Bolder to make things happen.

Why Yesterday’s Leadership... Is Soo Yesterday!
Only 30% of employees worldwide are engaged at work. The cost of disengaged employees in lost productivity is $370
Billion per year in the US.
Today’s younger workforce will challenge traditional sources of authority, experience, and judgement with alternative
information, perspectives and solutions from the internet. Just because your leadership style worked for you in the past
does not guarantee it will work for you in the future.
The leader of the future will become a Chief Questioning Officer; naive, humble and willing to let go of the notion that
leaders have all of the answers. Tomorrow’s successful leaders will be those who think ahead of the curve and ask the
right questions, of the right people, at the right time — questions that jumpstart future growth.
What’s new, what matters and what’s next in leadership.
• Making bold decisions and changing strategy at lightening speed.
• Creating a culture of “explorers” who question everything.
• Implementing innovative strategies to break down the barriers that impede success.
• Maximizing R.O.Q., Return On Questions.
• Using the power of curiosity to ask thought provoking questions, apply new ways of thinking about problems that can’t be
solved in conventional ways and seize huge opportunities before they become obvious.
Your audience will leave with a Blueprint:
“What Works In — A New Era Of Leadership”
How 21st Century Leaders engage, inspire and motivate their people to be the best in a global market place.
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Barry Wishner is a CEO, business consultant, speaker and writer who
has served as a trusted adviser and confidant to leaders in the “C” suite.
His in-depth interviews of 350 Fortune 500 CEOs, and 2000 high-powered
business leaders, news-making entrepreneurs, and ground breaking innovators
reveal The Most Important Questions Successful Business Leaders
Ask! Barry helps leaders to see things that others don’t see.
He combines street smarts with real world business experience. Barry
has been an innovator in the business world with over 30 years as a
successful entrepreneur, corporate executive with Fortune 500 companies
and has built businesses that are special, memorable and difficult to
duplicate. As founder and CEO of ProFormance, a management consulting firm with over $50
Million in revenues, he answers the question: “Why do some companies prosper and grow
while others struggle to merely stay afloat?”
Barry graduated from Pratt Institute, followed by Bernard Baruch School of Business (CCNY) MBA
program. He joined the Air Force as a Captain where he served as a hospital administrator under the
Surgeon General. He has been an adjunct professor at Golden Gate University (where he lectured on
High Performance Leadership), and City College of San Francisco Business School.
A newsmaker who is often featured in USA Today, The Los Angeles Times, San Francisco
Chronicle, and CNN Financial News, Barry's forthcoming book, Tough Questions… Profitable
Answers, Challenge Everything You Thought You Knew is scheduled for release in 2015.
As an observer and commentator on executive level thinking, Barry to as distills the wisdom of leaders at the top into everyday language. His interactive, fast paced, high-content, entertaining business
keynote provokes the leadership team to Shake Things Up! He gives his audiences… The
COURAGE to ask tough questions that challenge all business assumptions. The BACKBONE
to break free of the status quo. The PERMISSION to put everything you're doing on trial. The
THUMBS-UP on throwing out the old-rule book. The GREEN LIGHT to creating a gung-ho culture
where no question or idea is considered dumb.

Clients Include...
Hi-Tech: ASCNet • ComData • Comdisco• Computer Sciences •Demand Solutions • Eclipsys •
ERISCO • Fiserv • Fujitsu/Glovia • GTE Data IBM •
IDX • LexusNexus • McKesson • Microsoft • NDC •
Oracle • Pioneer • SSI • SafeNet • Symantec
Healthcare: Abbott Labs • AHA • AHCA • Amerita •
AONE • Ascension Health • Adventist Health • CEP
Emergency Physicians •Federated Ambulatory Surgery•
Harden Healthcare • HCA • HIGPA • J&J • Jewish
Hospital/Healthcare • Mediq • MGMA • Ontario
Hospital Assn • Optical Lab Assn • •Option Care •
Owen Healthcare • PACE • PresentationHealth •
United Healthcare Group • Universal Health
Services VA• VHA• Vitalink • VNAA
Insurance: AAA • Am General Financial •BenefitSource • Blue Cross Blue Shield• CNA • Country
Companies • Farmers Group • Liberty Life • LIMRA/
LOMA • London Life • MetLife • NAILBA • NAIW •
PNC • Provident • RBC Liberty Life • State Auto •
United Healthcare Group
Coop: Ace • AG Coop • AMBEST • CHS Coop •
ComSource • Frosty Acres Brands • Natl Council
Farmer Coop • NRECA • Premiere •
Quality
Chekd Dairies • United Hardware

Food: ADM • Am Dietetic Assn • Del Monte • Federated Foods • Fuddruckers • General Mills • HaleHaassel •Hunt Wesson • Kroger • Krystal • MBM• Natl
Food Brikers • Premier • Quaker Oats • Reinhart Foods
• Showbiz PizTime • Sysco• Texas Restaurant Assn •
Weis Market • Western Sizzlin
Franchise: Canadian Tire • Comprehensive Business
Services • Frast Frame • IHOP• •InterimService•Jackson
Hewitt • Norrel • Option Care • Orkin• Red Robin •
Service Master• Super 8 Motel • Texaco Star Mart
Communications: ADC Telecom • AirTouch• AT&T •
BICSI • GTE Data • MN, WA, OR Telecom Assn • NYNEX • Symbol Technology• Verizon
Miscellaneous: ABCO • Bill Heard Ent • ConAgra •
Demand Solutions • GE Power • Huttig Building
Supply • Johnstone Supply • Merial • NATSO • Specialty Graphics • SFCVB • TQ3-Navigant •
Volvo Financial
Financial: AmSouth • Chase • CUNA • FCC • First
Nationwide Bank • Fiserv •GE Commercial Finance •
Grant Thornton • Harland • Hogan Systems • Jack
Henry • LandAmerica • PNC • Prudential Fin • RBC •
WAMU • Wells Fargo
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In The Question
LiesThe Answer !

“As you spoke I took note that, the
questions we ask are as important as
the answers we come up with.”
— Harden/Girling
“Out of 98 speakers
you are #1”
— Microsoft

“You delivered on your promise as
you presented real issues with
credible solutions."
— First Republic Bank
“Your words are planting the seeds
for our future."
— CEP Emergency
Physician Partners
“On a scale of 1 to 10, yours was a
perfect 100”
— General Electric
"You have the passion of
Tom Peters and the content of
Jim Collins.” —
Institutional Wholesale

Retail: 7-Eleven• Ace Hardware • Auto Oil Change •
FastFrame •IKON •Jacuzzi • Kroger • Monrovia • Our
Own Hadware • Quality Chekd Dairies • Super 8 Motels • Texaco • Thomasville Furniture • United Drug •
United Hardware • Weis Markets • Western Sizzlin
Associations: Am Fence Assn • Assoc General
Contractors • Binding Industries of Am • CUES • Employee Relocation Council • Equip/Tool Inst• Flexo Tech
Assn • HHGFAA • Human Resources
Council •
ICCFA • Intl Prepress • NAHB • NACUFS • Natl
Utility Contractors • NEOCON • Ontario Assn of
Architects • VNAA
Agriculture: ADM • Abbott Animal Health • A.O.
Smith• Am Fence Assn •Assoc. Landscape Cont.•
CHSCoop • ConAgra •Farm Credit System •Farm
Equip Mfg Assn • JR Simplot •Merial • Monrovia • Natl
Council Farm Coops • Nebraska Cattle • Texas Cattle
Raisers • Webster
Manufacturing: 3M • Aladdin • Arrow Intl • Benjamin
Moore • Brunswick • Demand Mgmt. • GE Power
Systems • Hon • Hoover • J & J • Johnson Controls •
JR Simplot• Life Fitness •
NCI Bldg Systems •
Thomasville Furniture • Vollrath • Volvo • Vulcan •
Weathershield
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